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This document resumes the main ideas and postures of the Notebook 03: Participative
Strategies for Territory Internationalization: a task for everybody of the collection of
Notebooks for City Internationalization with the title, edited as part of the Euro-Latin-
American Alliance for Cooperation among Cities, AL-LAs Project.
 
This executive summary pretends to contribute to reflecting on the creation of strategic and
participative internationalization policies of local governments product of an analytic process
than includes practice, experiences and lessons of AL-LAs partner cities and networks.
 
The text summarizes the main conclusions of the debates held between over 50 experts and
professionals from eight countries gathered in Medellin, Colombia, during the fourth AL-LAs
workshop "Strategic and Participative City Internationalization" held from April 4th to 7th,
2014.
 
The goal of this notebook is to systematize a set of orientations for cities with the intention to
ease international action strategic planning and provide guidelines and recommendations
that can be incorporated or adapted to different contexts. The central premise is the question
"Local administration is responsible for the international management of the territory or, on
the contrary, is effective international management a result of balancing actions from
different actors?

INTRODUCTION
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The internationalization of cities strongly requires for a multi-actor dynamic in which private
actors, chambers of commerce, unions, universities and citizen groups participate in a system.
However, this interaction is not necessarily held in harmony or coordination.
 
The notebook proposes a synthetic approach on the roles of the four main local actors for
international action.

CHAPTER I .  
 
WHO PARTICIPATES IN A TERRITORY
INTERNATIONALIZATION?
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Universities are becoming an undisputed ally of local governments
thanks to its diversity and the academic rigor of their research.
However, the potential of this alliance is still under exploited and
there is plenty of spaces in which universities could have a greater
role in supporting governments to build a participative public
agenda, sustained by quality research and technical work.

Unions and the private sector have the capacity to call masses and
coordinate and represent sectors. They have acted as one of the
main partners of local governments internationally and
businessmen and union leaders often go with government
delegations. 
 
However, it is still under performing, as it can hold greater-reaching
leadership roles.

This third type of actors cluster diverse social, community and
citizen platforms and organizations operating in the territory.
According to their size and work area, these organizations are part
of the city institutional complex and take part in external action in
different levels.
 
The cases of AL-LAs partner cities illustrate how non-government
organizations have a voice and an impact on these matters; it is
exactly them whose social objective is directly related with
international development cooperation and decentralized
cooperation topics. 
 
There is still an important space to enrich foreign management from
local "grassroots" proposals and multiply the citizen initiatives to
hold permanent dialogue and effectively impact the international
public agenda of cities and regions.
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UNIVERSITIES AND ACADEMIC
COMMUNITY

CIVIL SOCIETY ORGANIZATIONS

UNIONS AND PRIVATE SECTOR



Legislative bodies

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS
INTERNATIONALIZATION COORDINATOR

Accordingly, legislative bodies have a calling to a more
active role in creating policies and promoting external
action initiatives of cities and local governments. Their
nature makes this branch of the public power able to
efficiently channel part of the needs, priorities and
demands of the citizens.

The greatest challenge for governments is not only the
creation of a quality international strategy, but also
developing institutional capacities to properly and
effectively manage the government, in which actors are
called, encouraged and united intelligently so that they
contribute to internationalization and harmonize their
actions to achieve greater impact with common grounds
and based on their interests and sectors.
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From the richness of the debate held in AL-LAs, we
identify the following takeaways on persuasion and
communication:

Communication must have feedback.
Communication must emphasize the way in which
information flows work between all actors involved.
The new technologies can help to make the citizen
closer to international topics to begin the contact
between governments, municipalities and civil society.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS
INTERNATIONALIZATION PROMOTOR

We also identify a second great challenge: the process of
persuading and communicating as a basic premise for strategic
internationalization.
 
To that problem, we must also add the relative institutional
weakness of related offices and structures. They have little
personnel and logistic and managerial tools in comparison with
other administrative divisions. Therefore, the offices and the
persons in charge of international affairs must not only be
creative and efficient to place themselves within the
administrative structure but also they must be able to clearly
convey the form of how the proposed external action will lead
to achieve the development objectives of the city or region.



CHAPTER II.
 
TWELVE IDEAS FOR STRATEGIC, PARTICIPATIVE
AND SUSTAINABLE INTERNATIONALIZATION

Local governments' international action can be fueled by
external incentives from an ever interconnected international
context as well as internal incentives that invite local
authorities to broaden their responsibilities through
networking and contacting new and traditional partners
beyond their frontiers. 
 

We can classify motivations in two big categories: reactive
internationalization and planned internationalization. In an
optimal scenario, both should evolve harmonically and have
mutual feedback. Despite the demands of a globalized world,
each territory is autonomous to make their own decisions to
forward an international action policy or strategy.
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Any territory internationalization policy must be aligned with
the priorities of a Government Plan and be coherent to its
strategic axis. International affairs must impact, reinforce
and strengthen local public policies. Internationalization is
not a goal by itself but a link to boost local development
comprehensively.

Aligned 01 Territory internationalization must go from the identification
of concrete demands and needs of the population.
Internationalization is not a goal by itself, but a means to
improve the citizens' living conditions.

Plural and citizen 02
Internationalization strategic planning starts from a territory
vision. This implies understanding the local context, the
study of possibilities of physical, social and economic
geography, analyzing the role needed in the international
stage and knowing the opportunities and risks posed by the
context itself.

Territorial outlook 03 Prior to designing actions, budgets or indexes, it is important to
consider the international environment in which we aim to act.
Thus, local administrations must take a look outside, use the
available research and information, but try to open spaces for
dialogue and feedback with other perspectives. One of the main
spaces that has sought to globally articulate local government
international relations is the UCLG world organization, United
Cities and Local Governments.
In order to concentrate the ideas of its members on this topics,
UCLG leads the so called Global Task Force of Local and Regional
Governments for Post 2015 Development towards Habitat III.

Global-agenda syncronized04
9
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Any territory internationalization policy must be aligned with
the priorities of a Government Plan and be coherent to its
strategic axis. International relations must impact, reinforce
and strengthen local public policies. Internationalization is
not a goal by itself but a link to boost local development
comprehensively. 

The importance of internationalization must entail a big
socialization effort, starting by the local government
administration itself, which, paradoxically, can be one of the
toughest public to convince.
Therefore, communication requires the design of a plan
itself derived from a general communication strategy that
the local government has. It must also be directly connected
with the desired objectives.

Each city/region selects the tool they consider best within
their reach for their particular planning process.
As a rule of thumb, the internationalization exercises revolve
arounf a vision of city and/or territory. This vision can be
understood as a prospective, long-term exercise that
identifies the features, situations and changes desired to
place the city in a future scenario.

To achieve professionalism, every international strategy ought to
have proper human resources (trained and competent), financial
resources (enough and easily accessible) and material (modern,
functional). Experience shows that few international affairs offices
of cities and local governments meet these prerequisites.
Speaking of operative challenges, we identify a poor knowledge of
the topic by the elected authorities, which turns into a lack of
political support.

Flexible Visible

Focused
Professional
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The following classification reveals five big internationalization
dimensions all local governments must include in its strategic
internationalization plan:
 
 
political representation and incidence: presence and
representation in international events, activities with the support,
participation or, if the credited diplomatic body suggests it,
partaking in binational commisions and other regional integration
mechanisms;
 
 
economic development, business and investment; actions related
to infrastructure projects, foreign capital attraction, business
installation services, new business, investment help, international
commerce promotion and job expansion plans;

cooperation and experience interchange: knowledge and good
practices interchange activities, South-South and triangle
cooperation, entering cooperation agreements, organizing
technical assistance missions as well as hosting workshops,
seminars or technical trips;
 
 
city communication and marketing: design audiovisual and
printed materials and media campaigns to promote the city in
international scenarios to diffuse, analyze, apropriate and
enrichen the city brand by the key sectors and the general
population;
 
 
 
citizen services: support to migrant communities or those who
migrated overseas and the academic community (scolarships and
student interchange programs).

Multidimensional

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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An internationalization strategy must bring tangible and
evaluable results. The challenge is establishing realistic,
cost-efficient and learning and continous improvement
indicators. One challenge related to measuring
internationalization is trying not to reduce its results to
mere economic indicators. Thus, it is also necessary to have
tools to measure qualitatively and consider peer evaluations
to enrich processes with an external outlook and favor
mutual learning. Before answering what and how to measure,
let's ask ourselves what is our vision of a sucessful strategy?

Appropriation and empowerment of the different territorial
actors in formulating and performing an international
strategy is decisive to achieve sustainability and turning it
less technical and more organic, with a calling to evolve and
remain. A committed and professional actor system with
solid relations and long term agendas will be able to keep
internationalization in the public agenda and lobby for
initiative support and financing, co-leading the strategy and
helping to reduce the political risk posed by administration
changes.

The decision making process needs sensitization, participation
and consulting spaces that legitimize the strategy and make it
democratic and inclusive. The challenge is to create spaces that
are:

Measurable Durable

Inclusive
Plural
With impact and not mere validation
Long term
Work oriented
Differentiated, but coordinated
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Urban
governance
 
#Governance

Local Financing
 
#Financing

Cities must face challenges related to urban
and territorial governance, particularly due to
the lack of capacities, scarce financial
resources and dysfunctional relations with
other government levels

Basic service access in cities depends on the
financial capacity of local governments.

Improving organization structures
Greater responsibility when designing
social and environmental policies
Legal frameworks and inter-institutional
collaboration mechanisms
More resources
More participative governance
Improving strategic planning

Having a fair distribution of income
between local and central governments
Guaranteeing equal access to credit
mechanisms for local governments

TABLE I. The world we want

Topic
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Local governments role Main challenges

Source: own creation



Urban planning
 
#Planning

Urban planning must answer to the changing
local context to promote more inclusive cities,
reduce urban expansion and promoting public
spaces as a place for social development to
reduce poverty and guarantee urban
sustainability.

Towns and small cities: lacking services and
public budget cuts.
Middle cities: growing demands for
employment and services
Periferic cities: housing big, unequal
populations
Metropolis: recycle spaces or regenerate
and compact those existing
Regional governments: intermunicipalities
as a means to improve efficiency and
healthy competence

TABLE I. The world we want

14Source: own creation

Inclusive cities
and territories
 
#InclusiveCities

Local authorities must face social exclusion
challenges in the cities

Health and housing
Education and employment
Territory, urbanism and environment
Community bonds and discrimination



Local Economic
Development
 
#EconomicDevel
opment

Local economic development is necessary to
solve city daily problems

Promoting participation
Leadership and coordination
Comprehensive strategies
Long term vision

TABLE I. The world we want
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Sustainable
urban
environment
 
#Environment

Culture: heritage,
diversity and
creativity
 
#Culture

Cities are both the greatest challenge and
hope for a sustainable future.

There are several focuses to include culture in
the center of city sustainable development

Urban environment
Greenhouse gases emission
Climate change
Natural disasters

Culture broadens freedoms
Culture boosts economy
Culture is linked to equity
Culture and environment evolve together

Source: own creation



Para AL-LAs un Diálogo Multiactor es “un escenario de encuentro democrático, en el que de manera permanente se debate y
construye el futuro, a partir de la combinación de diferentes medios de interacción, la generación de confianza, consensos,
legitimidad; de forma coordinada e integrada entre las instituciones públicas y todos aquellos actores involucrados en la
internacionalización de la ciudad o el territorio.” En otros términos el Diálogo Multiactor para la internacionalización es:

CHAPTER III. 
 
DIALOGUE TO INTERNATIONALIZE THE CITY, THE REGION, THE TERRITORY

A strategy to know the perspectives of citizens and
organizations, researching on specific topics and interests.
A space to search for specific information to define policies.
An opportunity to generate enduring trust and bonds.
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A moment of participation that allows citizens and
organizations to locate their city on the world stage and
identify alternatives to their problems, possibilities and
opportunities.
A mirror in which participants reflect interests on how they
imagine their city placed in the global context.



WHY DIALOGUE?

Some of the most common benefits of dialogue during the
planning or implementation process of an internationalization
strategy and/or politics or a city or region are plenty, among
which we can highlight:

Broaden the knowledge about public interest topics facing
city international action.
Summon a diverse group of actors in open and hones
debate spaces on internationalization topics on which most
could be involved.
Assuming complex internationalization topics, approach
them in an structured fashion and translate them into
decisions to serve the interests of the main involved actors.
Compare visions and transform relations between local
government, civil society and the private sector towards a
greater collaboration regarding international city action.
Reduce the probability of conflict in the steps taken with
those interest groups of the internationalization strategy.

Restore or build confidence among actors.
Generate greater coordination between different
internationalization agents of a city.
Conceive the international city in inter-sector, inter-
government terms, including public and private sectors.
Acknowledge the intercultural nature of
internationalization processes, regardless of the sector,
institutions, organizations, gender or culture the
participants come from.
Reach a shared understanding on the importance of city
internationalization and its concrete results on the life of
the population.
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The short term objectives from
dialogue are the most immediate
results presented in the city
designing or forwarding its
actions to improve their
internationalization processes.

SHORT TERM CONTRIBUTIONS MID TERM CONTRIBUTIONS LONG TERM CONTRIBUTIONS

Mid term objectives are
intermediate results a city may
achieve as long as it includes
opinions, expectations and
interests of the city actors in its
internationalization strategy. It is
also necessary to keep dialogue
spaces permanently and steadily
open.

Long term objectives are
contributions that impact not only
the operative aspects of the
internationalization strategy but
also have a positive impact on the
living conditions of people thanks
to the external local government
action.

WHAT RESULTS CAN WE EXPECT FROM DIALOGUE?
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From the AL-LAs project partner and ally cities' experience, we
detect the five most important groups of actors in which an
institutional support must focus regarding this process, which
are:
 
1) general citizens
2) private initiative (investors) and business unions
3) academia (universities, research centers, etc.)
4) international cooperators and diplomatic representations in
every city and 
5) other local government offices.
 
Below, we detail the type of actors for each group:

WHO TO DIALOGUE WITH?
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International organization and cooperation in the
city
Diplomatic and consular representations
Foreign cultural centers

Domestic and foreign investors
Business unions (commerce and industry
chambers)
Tourism and service unions
Worker organizations

General citizens, city residents.
Civil society organizations (NGOs, SCO,
foundations, etc.)
Community groups (neighborhood committees,
women, youth, jubilee organizations, etc.)
Migrant communities
City visitors
Citizens born in the city but living overseas

INTERNATIONAL SECTOR PRIVATE SECTOR

SOCIAL AND CITIZEN SECTOR



WHO TO DIALOGUE WITH?
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Universities, institutions and research centers
School associations
Intellectuals
Foreign language teaching centers
Foreign cultural centers and museums

Journalists in local means of communication
(written press, radio and TV)
Journalists over national means
Foreign media journalists

Major or maximum executive authority of local
government
Secretaries or members of the local cabinet
Other related local government offices
Local legislative (assembly, council)

Related national government institutions
(Ministries)
Intermediate government offices (state, province,
department)
Legislative bodies (regional, national)

ACADEMIC AND CULTURAL SECTOR

MEDIA OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICES

OTHER GOVERNMENT LEVELS



For the context of this notebook, we assume the dialogues do not always result in all cases having the same magnitude and extension; therefore, its
reach and the expected results will depend on the clear understanding of the process reach of its promoters. This means it is worth asking to what
extent do we really want to go? In the following table, we can see the different existing options according to the sketched objectives:

Dialogue: through which means and spaces?
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A consulting space

A space for
deliberation

A negotiation space

An accountability
space

Receive information, knowing perspectives
and opinons on the relevant problems or
opportunities for city internationalization.

Identify solution alternatives to problems or
deeply explore opportunity scenarios for the
city internationalization strategy.

Making participants agree to involve their
efforts and resources

Inform the state of the agreed tasks and
improve the results

A current diagnosis of the topics and/or
perceptions of the actors on the city
internationalization process

A map of interests or an approach to
possible scenarios with different actors

Resource inventory and possible strategic
action plans

Improvement plan for the city
internationalization strategy, generate
process trust and sustainability.

What we strive for The best tool is... To obtain



The last chapter of the notebook proposes a work route to
orient the practical strategic planning exercise for
international action, organized step by step.
 
Stages for international action strategy planning:

CHAPTER IV
 
STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTION
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Stage 1: Definition
This phase proposes four big steps towards identifying the
current state of international action proposed by the territory.
 
Step 1. International strategic alignment
 
A good international strategy must be aligned with
development objectives and with a territorial vision, built in a
participative fashion. Thus, we insist in telling apart
development objectives and internationalization objectives
from the get go.

Step 2. Identifying actors and their capacities
 
A good international action strategy must be plural and
consider that all the other players have a right to participate
and embark in international actions independently. To
examine this point, we can use the following guiding
questions: who are the actors and groups that can contribute
to a high impact international action? Which are the actors or
groups of actors who will directly benefit from this effort?
Based on these questions, we recommend building an actor
map.
A key element to achieve a properly designed actor map is to
build it based on solid documented information and along a
small but representative sample of those who know about the
city/region international dynamics.



Step 3. Beneficiary and recipient definition
 
The actor map can be "broadened by demand" considering
which populations and social sectors are directly or
indirectly benefited, we suggest holding dialogue with
them to actively participate in all process stages.
 
Step 4. Reinforcement of situational awareness and
international trend analysis
 
To develop a good international strategy, it must be both
territorial and global. To advance in adapting concepts to
concrete cases, we suggest to consolidate the following
guide question: Which is the international surrounding in
which the city/region wants to be placed?

During this stage we identify the following steps, which
must not follow this exact order:
 
Step 5. Selecting a planning tool
 
Taking into account the operative and legal context and
the current political reality of the territory, we need to ask:
What is the ideal instrument to suggest international
strategy? What level of agreement and/or approval will this
instrument require? Is it realistic to think about using said
instrument in this moment?
 
Step 6. Identifying strengths: vision and topic agenda
 
Vision is identified as an essential departure point for
internationalization: it provides a specific character and
focus to the content and type of actions backed. Its
pertinence and legitimacy depends on the technical,
realistic and inclusive criteria it is built upon. To achieve
its acceptance, the vision must capture the population
feeling and avoid being a "fairy tale" unrelated to the
needs or situations and aspirations of the population.
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Stage 2. Planning



Step 7. Internationalization result and objective definition
 
Regardless of the chosen planning tool, this instrument
must unequivocally state the development objectives
intended while concretely stating the objectives intended
in all of the proposed theme areas.
 
Step 8. The study of other cities' referents and good
practice adaptation
 
As part of the design and plan process of several studied
initiatives for the creation of this notebook, we observed
the effort of territorial entities to learn from other
international experiences and good practices that may
prove valuable references for the strategy design team.

Step 9. Risk and challenge assessment
 
Risk analysis is a central element of any strategy creation.
The literature on strategic planning coincides in
remembering those in charge that a plan must be subject
to periodical review and consider the difficulties arising on
the go as well as to foresee mechanisms to adapt to
changing contexts
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Stage 10. Tool selection
 
As we stated on the second part of the notebook, we have
a wide array of internationalization tools, which can be
classified into 5 dimensions: 
 
a) political representation and incidence
b) economic development, business and investment
c) cooperation and experience interchange
d) communication and city marketing
e) city services
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Stage 3. Design and implementation

In this stage we aim to identify and socialize the tools to
implement the strategy as well as understand if we have
the institutional, operative and human capacities to
incorporate them.

Stage 11. Consult and communication
 
An international action strategy must be participative
and visible. This suggest the need to creat information,
participation, consulting and quality assessment spaces.
 
Step 12. Implementation capacity analysis
 
A good international action strategy ought to be
professional. Understanding professional as having the
technical and human capacities to develop its mission in a
sufficient and effective fashion.



Step 14. Indicator selection and design
 
In the public administration practice, we observe cities
use indicators mainly as a basic management tool to
measure and monitor their international advancements.
The indicators can be: financial, communication and
municipal positioning, awareness generation, economic
projection or operative
 
Step 15. Financing model design
 
Once the internationalization strategy scope is defined,
we recommend to understand the financial and operative
requirements necessary to achieve the foreseen actions.
Formulating an internationalization strategy forces us to
consider from the beginning which are the ways to
finance all the stages.
Step 16. Sustainability considerations
Lastly, we need to consider factors related to
sustainability and durability of the international action
planning strategy.
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In this stage we must strive to strengthen
internationalization not only as a goal in itself, we must
also conceive it strategically, like an instrument that can
contribute to city development objectives. Thus, we define
the following steps that aim to design and select the
proper mechanisms to measure international action
progress and evaluate its impact along the overall
development process.
 
Step 13. Objective and measurement tool definition
 
Selecting or designing the proper mechanisms to follow up
and evaluate an international strategy will allow to know
the advancements, generate feedback and accountability
material and create a continuous improvement culture.
Among the most used tools we can find: indicators, impact
evaluation, process evaluation and good practice
systematization, and control panel

Stage 4. Feedback and sustainability
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